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● What is meant by student growth 
from experts, other states and MI law? 

● Why should we care about a Student 
Learning Objectives (SLOs)?

● How do we guide the implementation 
of the SLO process?

● How might we better understand 
Student Growth Percentiles (SGPs)?

Fist to Five:





“Dan Pink says human are 

motivated by 3 things: 

1) Autonomy (Set our 

own goals) 

2) Mastery (always 

striving to be a little 

better than the day 

before) and 

3) Purpose (connects to a 

higher cause).”

Summary

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc&index=56&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc&index=56&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc&index=56&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc&index=56&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb


Essential Standards

Standard Based Assessments

Analysis, Dialogue, Respond

Dialogue re: Growth Targets



1) Describe the student population

2) Describe the essential standards or most 
important learning from the course

3) Describe previous data known about the 
given student population

4) Describe the assessment that will measure 
the essential standards.

5) Establish rigorous and attainable growth 
targets for groups of students or the whole.

6) Rationalize the specific growth targets.

7) Instructional Strategies for how teachers will 
help students reach the #5 goals.



http://www.sitimeline.com/--slo-or-smart-pgp.html
http://www.sitimeline.com/--slo-or-smart-pgp.html


Seven Common Ways to Measure Academic Growth

1. Residual Gain Model (Delaware and Reading Now Network)

2. Projection Model

3. Multivariate Model (Tennessee, North Carolina & others)

4. Student Growth Percentile (Michigan & Colorado)

5. Simple Gain Score (vertical scale or pre/post test)

6. Trajectory Model

7. Categorical Model (ideal for SLOs, standard setting)









simply and clearly defined…       

student growth is the measure of 

academic achievement of a single 

student or a group of students across 

two or more points of time. 
(Batelle, 2011) (Castellano & Ho, 2014) 

(Marzano & Toth, 2013)

SAME Students,

NOT same test needed.



One issue with growth using 

Performance Level Change 

was measurement error.

Growth









Simple Gain (Pre/Post) Categorical

 Benefits (Pros)
◦ ?

◦ ?

◦ ?

◦ ?

 Limitations (Cons)
◦ ?

◦ ?

◦ ?

 Benefits (Pros)
◦ ?

◦ ?

◦ ?

◦ ?

 Limitations (Cons)
◦ ?

◦ ?

◦ ?





 Preview www.siTimeline.com for limited 
examples of both categorical growth and 
simple gain score samples.

 Use the Rhode Island link to find at least one 
categorical example of interest and at least 
one simple gain score example.  

FOCUS ONLY on the “Baseline Data” and the 
“Growth Target” Sections of any SLO.

http://www.sitimeline.com/


1. Meaningful

2. Simple

3. Yet Compliant



Teachers will create a Growth Plan that contains 
at least:

1. One Teacher Action Goal based in the 
evaluation framework (5D+)

2. Two Student Impact Goals:
◦ Priority Content

◦ Baseline Data or Information

◦ Set rigorous and attainable goals

◦ Provide rationale for goals

3. Reflection on evidence







 PRIORITY CONTENT
◦ What are the most important knowledge/skills 

student must attain?

◦ Where are my students prior to my class with 
respect to foundational knowledge/skills?

 Rigor of Student Impact Goal
◦ What will students be expected to know/do and 

how will they demonstrate their knowledge/skills?

 Quality of Evidence
◦ What evidence will be collected (not uploaded), 

utilized and reflected upon?



 How might you achieve your goals over the 
course of the year, what actions are required?

 What evidence will you collect to demonstrate 
student growth or achievement?
◦ NOTE:  Do not upload into the system.

 What evidence, if any beyond observations, 
will you collect to support your teacher action 
goal?





A standard of proof that must be met by a
plaintiff if he or she is to win a civil action.
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Preponderance+of+Evidence

 The quantum of evidence that constitutes a 
preponderance cannot be reduced to a simple 
formula.

 A preponderance of evidence has been 
described as just enough evidence to make it 
more likely than not that the claim is true.

http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Preponderance+of+Evidence


http://www.sitimeline.com/--growth-plans-pgp--slo.html
http://www.sitimeline.com/--growth-plans-pgp--slo.html


simply and clearly defined…       

student growth is the measure of 

academic achievement of a single 

student or a group of students across 

two or more points of time. 
(Batelle, 2011) (Castellano & Ho, 2014) 

(Marzano & Toth, 2013)

SAME Students,

NOT same test needed.



2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

PA-173 (based on SB 103) 



Stand, move, greet, listen, 
share, stop (90 seconds).
Share out?

http://mymassp.com/Eval_resources
http://mymassp.com/Eval_resources


2018/19
and beyond

PA-173 (based on SB 103) 



http://www.sitimeline.com/ed-evals---growth.html
http://www.sitimeline.com/ed-evals---growth.html


Seven Common Ways to Measure Academic Growth

1. Residual Gain Model (Delaware and Reading Now Network)

2. Projection Model

3. Multivariate Model (Tennessee, North Carolina & others)

4. Student Growth Percentile (Michigan & Colorado)

5. Simple Gain Score (vertical scale or pre/post test)

6. Trajectory Model

7. Categorical Model (ideal for SLOs, standard setting)





OAISD District then and now…

www.siTimeline.com/reading-now

http://www.sitimeline.com/reading-now




Student Growth Percentiles

What other info. 

would be helpful?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDqj6t1UKYM&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb&index=30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDqj6t1UKYM&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb&index=30




42

We expect Mean SGP = Median SGP = 50
We also expect a very flat distribution with an 
equal amount of students in each category. 

(i.e. 100 students, 10 students per decile)



Want to try it?







https://youtu.be/3OM8ytHw0sY?t=50m33s
https://youtu.be/3OM8ytHw0sY?t=50m33s


http://www.sitimeline.com/reading-now.html
http://www.sitimeline.com/reading-now.html


http://www.sitimeline.com/--sgp-tools-and-guidance.html
http://www.sitimeline.com/--sgp-tools-and-guidance.html


http://www.sitimeline.com/--slo-or-smart-pgp.html
http://www.sitimeline.com/--slo-or-smart-pgp.html


50

http://www.sitimeline.com/ed-evaluations.html
http://www.sitimeline.com/ed-evaluations.html




What other info. 
would be helpful?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDqj6t1UKYM&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb&index=30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDqj6t1UKYM&list=PL-sfH7uyTFc4h1Pcp7fxMTAI5RBS_8SGb&index=30








 REP Report for Ed Eval DUE June 30, 2019 
must include three years of state data if 
available.

 Spring 2019 data will likely NOT be finalized.

 State Level Data that will likely be available.
◦ Spring 2018 data (proficiency and SGP) from 

2017/18 school year, released August, 2018.

◦ Spring 2017 data (proficiency and SGP) from 
2016/17 school year, released August, 2017.

◦ Spring 2016 data (proficiency and SGP) from 
2015/16 school year, released August, 2017.



57

Avg. SGP
53.7



Observations:
• 7th, 8th and 11th typical 

for ELA and Math
• 6th grade is low
• 4th and 5th grade are 

fairly high









NOTE:  Link to Barb’s 
resources embedded 
on this slide, just click 
the pictures. 
Also, seen at the top.

https://miemonline.gomiem.org/miem/Educator_Evaluation/Resources/Presentations/Educator_Evaluation/Presentations.aspx?hkey=f506eb01-c8d1-47ef-a6cb-b380f1b10e21
https://miemonline.gomiem.org/miem/Educator_Evaluation/Resources/Presentations/Educator_Evaluation/Presentations.aspx?hkey=f506eb01-c8d1-47ef-a6cb-b380f1b10e21
https://miemonline.gomiem.org/miem/Educator_Evaluation/Resources/Presentations/Educator_Evaluation/Presentations.aspx?hkey=f506eb01-c8d1-47ef-a6cb-b380f1b10e21
https://miemonline.gomiem.org/miem/Educator_Evaluation/Resources/Presentations/Educator_Evaluation/Presentations.aspx?hkey=f506eb01-c8d1-47ef-a6cb-b380f1b10e21




 Purpose (why?) – A part of a greater cause

 Autonomy in Task, Time, Team and Technique

 Mastery – striving, yet never obtaining, 
perfection
◦ Mindset: “incremental theory” or “Growth mindset”

◦ Grit: an attitude of resilience and perseverance

◦ Asymptote: joy of pursuit more than realization



1. Data should inform decisions, but human judgment

will always be an essential component of evaluations

2. The implementation and evaluation of the system must 

embody continuous improvement.

3. The purpose of the system is to provide meaningful and 

credible feedback that improves performance.

4. The development and implementation of the evaluation 

systems must continue to involve stakeholders in a 

collaborative process.

5. Educator evaluations must take place within a larger 

system that is aligned and supportive.


